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We have a number of eventful weeks behind

The

us, with our in-house trade fair “UV DAYS”

HANDcure handset expands the product range

and the associated world premiere of the new

for industrial applications. With the HANDcure

LEDcure

and the new generation of the SPOTcure,

high-performance

LED

system

for sheet-fed offset printing. Our “UV DAYS”

cordless

battery

powered

UV

LED

IST METZ delivers a selection of LED systems

event was held for the eighth time in mid-May

for spot and surface irradiation. IST METZ has

and was again a great success. Once again,

also expanded its research and development

UV DAYS provided the perfect platform for an

product portfolio with LABcure, the compact

exchange of information between industry

laboratory unit.

experts on all aspects of UV and LED UV

40 YEARS OF
IST METZ

technology. We achieved a record number of

As you can see, there’s been a lot going on at

both exhibitors and visitors this year. You can

IST METZ. This latest issue of SPECIALIST

read the detailed review of “UV DAYS” from

takes account of these developments, providing

page 8 onwards.

an informative mix of review, preview, product

From niche business to industry leader
IST METZ GmbH has been producing systems for curing print and

information and technical expertise.
The new LEDcure for sheet-fed offset printing

coatings using UV light for four decades now. Staff, customers, visitors

introduced in this issue represents a complete

and exhibitors joined IST during its “UV DAYS” event to celebrate this

overhaul of the LED product portfolio, with

success on the company’s 40th anniversary. Over the decades, IST METZ

IST METZ is also about to introduce something

has established itself as a group with global operations and is now a leading

new in narrow-web printing: with the “BUY

designer and supplier of UV systems.

ONE, TRY ONE” model, we are offering for the

Enjoy reading this edition and best wishes,

first time the option of testing an MBS LEDcure
Cover: The cover model of this issue is Madeleine. She started her career at IST METZ 2011
with her apprenticeship as an industrial saleswoman and is now working in the HR department.
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for free when you buy an MBS LAMPcure. This

Holger Kühn

is a deliberate attempt to draw more attention

Sales Director

to LED, a subject under intense discussion in
the world of labels.
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PRINT

LEDcure -

the new flagship
for sheet-fed offset printing

THE NEW
LEDcure

IST METZ is offering a completely newly-

Compact. Modular. High performance.

developed portfolio of LED products for a

A smart modular basic concept in combination

huge variety of applications. The flagship for

with an extremely robust and compact design

the new product range is the water-cooled

provide the user with maximum flexibility

high-performance

LEDcure.

and versatility. The length of the system can

This variable system guarantees optimum

be freely scaled and also adapted to suit all

LED

system

coordination to suit the differing requirements

machine formats and installation situations.

of sheet-fed offset presses. Newly-developed,

This allows an LEDcure unit to be used in a

interchangeable

variety of positions on a press.

optics

ensure

optimum

light yield on the substrate. The systems
are available in different wavelengths or in a

The new LEDcure is the final element in the

mixture of wavelengths, the standard being

completely overhauled range of LED solutions

385 nm. Water-cooled LED chips guarantee a

supplied by IST in collaboration with its

high level of efficiency and system durability.

subsidiary, Integration Technology Ltd. (ITL).
Synergies between the two companies are
having an increasing impact here - like the XT8
Booster, for example. XT8 booster technology
means that the LEDcure also has up to 30 %
more output than conventional LED systems.
Other highlights of the new LEDcure include
straightforward exchange of the optic and the
possibility of upgrading the LED chips further
down the track.
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Hot-Swap

The new LEDcure delivers a very high output

an advisory capacity, which is why it gives them

at the usual distance of 80 to 100 mm from

the option of using customer-specific data

the substrate in sheet-fed offset printing.

to proof-print on the in-house printing press

The issue here is not just maximum radiation

in 3B format with seven inks and a coating

Hot Swap concept for maximum flexibility

between UV lamp and UV LED technology

intensity, the so-called peak, but the fact

unit. In general terms, both UV beginners and

Both tried and tested UV lamps and the novel

at any time during the production process.

that the broad irradiated area of the LEDcure

experts can expect long-term support with any

UV LED technology have specific benefits

IST METZ equips its UV systems in such a

provides extra drying time as well, also

issue relating to LED and UV technology in the

depending on the application. “It is virtually

way that they can be switched to operate

referred to as the dose. This is often an equally

UV/LED Transfer Center at the head office in

impossible to make a blanket statement

either with UV lamps or UV LEDs. Integration

important factor in the efficient curing of LED

Nürtingen, Southern Germany. The key role of

about which technology is suitable for which

and electrical supply are identical for both

inks and varnishes.

the Transfer Center is to provide application

application”, says Stefan Feil, Director of

systems; the cassette with the light source

engineering consulting services in all matters

Technical Marketing at IST METZ. “Advice and

simply has to be inserted in the printing press.

As a leading supplier of systems, IST METZ

and to support customers in finding the right

consideration of individual circumstances are

Contact to the supply connections is created

feels an obligation to support its customers in

UV lamp or UV LED system to suit their needs.

essential when selecting the right UV system”,

automatically by the insertion process. The

he continues. The “Hot Swap” product concept

entire exchange is completed without tools

from IST METZ allows a user to switch

within a very short space of time.

With the new
Hot Swap conc
ept, users ha
ve the option
curing and LE
of using both
D UV. The UV
standard UV
units can be in
tegrated into
machine man
the models of
ufacturers. Th
well-known
e advantages
of Hot Swap te
chnology at a
glance:

Conversion to L
ED UV

The Hot Swap

concept allow
sa
nversion to LE
D UV.
To do this, the
outer housing
remains
where it is in
the machine,
while
the LAMPcur
e unit is replac
ed with
a LEDcure sy
stem that has
been
designed as a
cassette unit.
subsequent co

Cooling

Either availabl
e for air- or w
atercooled system
s.
6

ELC-X series

During the de
velopment of
the series
care was take
n that both LA
MPcure
and LEDcure
units can be op
erated.

Smart control

The logic used
with the Smar
t
Control autom
atically detect
s
the used unit
and switches
the
operation.
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UV DAYS 2017

PRINT

UV DAYS
REVIEW

In view of the success of “UV DAYS” in previous

about the really positive feedback we received

years, IST METZ GmbH planned for approx.

about UV DAYS”, says Stefan Feil, Director of

800 visitors at this year’s event and in advance

Technical Marketing at IST METZ. “It’s the best

communication, referred to it as “the world’s

evidence there is for us to continue the event

largest in-house trade fair for UV and LED UV

and keep drawing attention to the potential of

technology”. IST METZ was absolutely right

UV and LED UV.”

to go with this trend, as the official postevent figures set new records! Over four days,

New ideas have great appeal

machinery manufacturer IST METZ welcomed

A special feature this year was the food

920 guests from a total of 33 different countries

packaging produced by IST METZ especially

to its in-house trade fair at its headquarters in

for the event and printed to take account

Nürtingen, Southern Germany, breaking the

of low migration. However, the appeal was

promoter’s own record from 2015 (670 guests).

greater than just the various food trucks
handing out food in these food boxes at
UV DAYS to cater for visitors’ dietary needs.
The IST METZ programme also contained
a number of new features: the podium
discussion moderated by Deutscher Drucker,
as well as kick-off presentations by co-founder
of InPrint, Frazer Chesterman. IST METZ
also collaborated with the VSKE [Verband
für

Hersteller

selbstklebender

Etiketten

und Schmalbahnconverter - Association of
From 15th to 18th May, IST METZ was joined by

Manufacturers of Self-adhesive Labels and

45 respected exhibitors and industry partners

Narrow Web Converters] to present new

associated with UV and LED UV technology to

guidelines for printing packaging safe for

exchange information. The in-house trade fair

foodstuffs using UV technology.

included several printing demonstrations and
kick-off presentations, company tours and
laboratory tours, as well as the focal topics
“low migration”, “LED sheet-fed applications”
and “LED web-fed applications”, together with
industrial applications.
Visitors, exhibitors and IST itself are all equally
enthusiastic about UV DAYS: “We are delighted
8
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UV DAYS Racetrack

Despite the surge in LED technology, there is
still a requirement for UV lamps. IST METZ’s
Hot Swap concept, initially presented at

920 visitors

Labelexpo in autumn 2015, enables users

from 33 countries

45 exhibitors

2.000 m² exhibition area

to switch between tried and tested UV lamp
technology and new LED technology at any time
during the production process. For switching,
the outer housing remains in place on the

2.358
lunches

97 l
ice cream

UV Lounge

LED low
migration

machine. The LAMPcure unit is exchanged for
UV and LED solutions for printing labels

an LEDcure system designed in the form of a

LED technology will also continue to gain

cassette. Contact to the supply connections is

acceptance in narrow-web printing, with

created automatically by the insertion process.

Codimag demonstrating at UV DAYS what a

The entire exchange is completed without tools

solution could look like. The VIVA 340 with

within a very short space of time.

Company Tours
Food Trucks

new LEDcure
for sheetfed
offset printing
32 live printing demonstrations

40 years of IST METZ

21.800 m² company area

Aniflo offset technology and a hot embossing
unit was in production at the event, complete
with LED technology from IST METZ. This was
IST METZ’s latest generation of MBS LEDcureseries air-cooled high-performance LEDs. The
Viva Aniflo has the capacity of an analogue
printing process, but simultaneously the
flexibility of digital printing. This characteristic
also supported the use of the MBS LEDcure
at “UV DAYS”. The combination of waterless
offset printing and LED UV curing was
demonstrated for the first time during live
printing demonstrations at UV DAYS.

PACKbag – the print job for UV DAYS 2017
Once again IST METZ thought up something special for this year’s UV DAYS - the PACKbag. The
PACKbag is a combination of bag and packaging which was produced live with LED colours during
UV DAYS on the in-house sheet-fed offset press, a Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 102-7 LX, and
then finished with LED varnishes. The shape of the PACKbag is reminiscent of the silhouette of a
sports car to fit in with the event’s motto “Ready, Steady, Go!” - and simultaneously describes the
functional curve of the new LEDcure high-performance LED system which was used live for the

You can find all presentations held at UV DAYS now for download on

first time on this print job. The six-colour print job was produced at 12,500 sh/h on metallized

www.ist-uv.com/uvdays. There you can also order

card. Two sets of opaque white were printed first, with black, reflective blue and green then

our website

our free PACKbag, the printed product of this year’s UV DAYS.
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being applied by the printing units downstream. In the next step, an effect varnish was used to
apply a shimmering effect to parts of the special packaging.
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PRINT

BUY ONE,
TRY ONE

Test LEDcure for free
and without obligation

MORE INFORMATION

The MBS range offers the Hot Swap functionality
More and more users are asking themselves

reach a decision, over the next twelve months

as a standard. With that, retrofitting is possible at

whether it is worth their own businesses

IST METZ is giving customers the option of trying

any time. At Labelexpo Europe from 25. – 29.09.

converting their production process to new

out the MBS LEDcure LED solution for free for a

LED technology. If they decide in favour of UV

month when they purchase an MBS LAMPcure

units with lamp technology, they can rely on a

system. Based on the new Hot Swap concept

technology which has proved itself over many

designed for narrow-web printing, users then

years. However, they might then miss out on

have the opportunity of switching between

exploiting the benefits of LED technology at

the two technologies and evaluating their

the right time. To make it easier for users to

potential applications on an individual basis.
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in Brussels IST METZ will present the MBS
5 - 8 D e c e m b e r • S ha n g ha i

LABELEXPO
a s i a 2 0 17

w w w. l a b e l ex p o - a s i a . c o m

systems at booth 5D21 where personal contact
persons will be pleased to advise the visitors
and will be at their disposal for any questions.
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Institute of Aircraft Design

FLYING HIGH
WITH THE IFB

Flying with electrical power, weight saving with carbon
composites, taking torque out of the wind - Welcome to the
Institute of Aircraft Design!
In all our domains Aircraft Design, Lightweight Design, Manufacturing Technologies and Wind
Energy we are working on interesting and relevant topics in research as well as in education.

Interview

Dr. Stefan Carosella:
Around 350 students are enrolled on the

IST METZ:

bachelor courses each semester, whilst there

Dr. Carosella, what exactly is the IFB?

are around 200 students on the masters
courses. The practical component at the IFB is

Dr. Stefan Carosella:

a technical centre where, among other things,

The Institut für Flugzeugbau [IFB - Institution

research is conducted into textile engineering

of Aeronautical Engineering] is part of the

plants and facilities for incorporating resin. Our

University of Stuttgart. It is an application-

excellent facilities mean that we specialize in

focused institution concerned with production

the production of fibre-reinforced composites

technologies for light engineering, and with

and products made from these.

the associated research and development.

Dr. Stefan Carosella: 
Group leader fibre
composite technololgy

Heiko Sommer:
Engineer - Industrial
mechanic

Klaus Heudorfer:
Doctoral student: Composite - Manufacturing
processes with low cycle times

Lukas Löytved-Hardegg:
Student of aerospace
engineering

This applies to the aerospace industry in

Klaus Heudorfer:

particular, but also to other industries such as

The focus at IFB is also on simulation options,

the automotive, leisure and sports equipment

such as the virtual design of 3D components

industries.

and the development of methods for calculating
precisely these components. At the same time,

IST METZ:

we simulate entire production chains from the

How is the faculty structured? Is it possible to

fibre to the completed component.

work in a practical environment?
14
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IST METZ:

IST METZ:

Dr. Stefan Carosella:

and the number of items per line. If you want
to achieve very high quality, it makes sense

What exactly characterizes fibre-reinforced

Why is fibre-reinforced composite not yet

Here too, we work with a very practical focus. As

composites?

mainstream, but really only seen in specialist

a result, approx 90 - 95 % of our projects really

to reduce cycle time so that there is plenty

fields such as Formula 1, for example?

are close cooperations between ourselves and

of time for filling the fibres. The attraction of

companies in the field, whether state-funded

UV resins is that as a user, your window for

projects or bilateral cooperations.

filling is as long as you like, but you can still

Dr. Stefan Carosella:
The fibre-reinforced composite material is

Klaus Heudorfer:

only created by the process which combines

This is due partly to the processes, which

and cures fibres and resin. This is the key

are still very laborious. It is also due to the

IST METZ:

difference from classic metalworking options.

materials themselves, such as carbon fibre,

Now you said that the production process is

As a consequence, material properties can be

for example, which are still very expensive

one reason for the comparatively restricted

So that means that UV resins facilitate better

influenced through process management.

at present. There have not yet been the

popularity

preparation and simultaneously guarantee a

large quantities required to make production

Can you see benefits from UV technology,

IST METZ:

processes cheaper.

specifically in terms of reducing cycle time?

Dr. Stefan Carosella:

Klaus Heudorfer:

Correct. UV resins are easier to process in

This is why we are currently researching into

Yes, absolutely! With the Resin Transfer

advance. What is more, one and the same

developing the production processes further to

Moulding process, it is the case that the resin

resin system is used for different component

trigger very fast curing.

of

fibre-reinforced

composite.

Dr. Stefan Carosella:

high quality?
Klaus Heudorfer:

Why is it so important to study fibre-reinforced
composites – what is the benefit?

IST METZ:

There are several approaches to light

make them more efficient and quicker, so as to

needs to have a certain viscosity in order to

sizes, and cycle number requirements can

engineering. Light engineering is required

achieve greater market penetration. This will

fill the fibres. Once the fibres are completely

still be maintained. Further investigation

to make products with efficient use of

then allow larger numbers to be produced at

soaked, you want a rapid cure. With standard

is still required with regard to the potential

resources, but also to make them efficient in

lower cost.

reaction resins, the time window for filling the

use. A lighter-weight car, for example, also

fibres is directly linked to reaction speed.

uses less fuel. In the same way, a lighter-

IST METZ:

weight aeroplane uses less kerosene or can

Are you working in close collaboration with the

Dr. Stefan Carosella:

carry a heavier load. Light engineering for

industry to achieve this, or are your activities

For the process, this means that if you give

materials is characterized by the production

more

concrete

precedence to a very rapid cure, you only have

of lightweight but highly strong/highly rigid

instances of cooperation with companies in

a very small window for filling. The alternative

materials. Fibre-reinforced composite is

the field?

perfect for this, because we can expect

theory-based?

Are

there

is plenty of time for filling and then a very slow
reaction.

very high mechanical strengths for very low
weight.

Klaus Heudorfer:
Precisely. The general rule of thumb is: the
faster the process has to be, the poorer
component properties will be. By the same
token, the quality of the component improves
the more time is available for filling. In UV
resins, these two parameters are completely
separate. The requirements for speed are
derived from the requirement on cycle time

16
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mechanical

properties

of

UV

resins

in

combination with fibre-reinforced materials.

Dr. Stefan Carosella:
We see its potential precisely in the fact that

UV RTM has furthermore hitherto “only” been

very short reaction times can be achieved

used with glass fibre. Further development into

separately from the time window for filling

an application for carbon fibre is conceivable in

the fibres. That alone is an invaluable benefit

theory by modifying the chemistry of the resin.

which justifies continuing to expand and
research into light engineering with UV.

IST METZ:
As you have been heavily involved with this

Klaus Heudorfer:

topic in the last few months, we expect that you

We are currently at the point where we can

have also learned other things. Can you tell us

realize components in composite material and

about them?

envisage costs and numbers. It is now time
to start the optimization phase, when we are

Klaus Heudorfer:

aiming to make the processes more reliable. In

We have seen that it is possible to retain our

the automotive sector, in particular, we are sure

classic variants, adapting the geometry of a

that the resin systems are already sufficiently

component, when using UV resin. The fibre

advanced for the number requirements of

volume of a material is a statement about its

1 component/min. to be achievable. We can

quality. We get the best results when there is a

already envisage more and more parts made

ratio of 60 % fibres to 40 % matrix (resin). We

of light-engineered materials being fitted in

have also achieved great results with UV and a

the automotive industry in future, in addition

ratio of 55 % fibres to 45 % matrix. The injection

to the more common materials such as steel

and curing processes both worked well. So we

and aluminium.

Dry fibers
Wetted fibers
Resin system
Cured component

have actually had very good experiences in
process engineering with UV resin.

IST METZ:
Dr. Carosella, Mr. Heudorfer, many thanks for

Dr. Stefan Carosella:

the friendly and informative discussion!

Tool technology, on the other hand, still
requires optimizing. This is especially true
of tool life, because here, we need to find
an alternative to the plexiglass die we have
What is RTM technology?

been using to date. We also need a suitable
UV-resistant mould-release agent.

In resin transfer moulding (RTM technology) in combination with UV, resin is forced through
a fibre formed body into a closed, semi-transparent mould reinforced with metal to allow

IST METZ:
Where do you see light engineering in five
years’ time? What do you think is its potential?

18

Many thanks

the application of several bars of pressure. In just a few seconds, UV light then cures this
resin to produce the finished component and form a component made of glass fibrereinforced plastic (GFRP).
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HANDCURE

With the HANDcure mobile UV LED handset, you take the UV light to
the exact spot where adhesive needs curing. HANDcure is typically
used in the sphere of cross-linking and detection where controlled

NEW
PRODUCTS

curing and immediate resistance to handling are important factors.
The rugged housing allows straightforward removal of vapours
or adhesives if you get too close to the adhesive when working. As
standard, we supply the HANDcure with a spectral range of 365 nm
to 415 nm and with a rechargeable battery and a charger. In its basic
form, the device weighs 1 kg, ensuring fatigue-free work.

SPOTCURE

High-performance light sources and fibre optic cables have been in use in industry for many
years. This includes our SPOTcure range which encompasses the SPOTcure 01, 05, 07 and 09
UV systems. They are suitable for precision gluing and curing in a wide variety of industrial
applications.

SPOTCURE

systems

are

used

wherever short cycle times and maximum process
reliability are paramount. Adhesive methods
which benefit particularly from controlled light
output, even in the short-wave spectral range up
to 320 nm, are those dependent on this particularly
eventful short-wave UVC light.

LABCURE

Our UV laboratory units are tried and tested in many research and development tasks. The
new LABcure laboratory unit from IST METZ is a compact unit which can be set up on a work
surface. It can irradiate samples with UV light at
up to 200 m/min. With a lamp length of 370 mm,
an infinitely adjustable lamp output of up to 200
W/cm, URS reflectors and the FLC® quick lampchange system, LABcure is extremely easy to use
and maintain and is suitable for a wide range of
research and development tasks.

20
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INKJET

A galactic network:

INKJET
SPECIALIST

Frazer Chesterman
FM Brooks

From 2003 - 2011 Frazer Chesterman was

Frazer has a wealth of research and knowledge

Managing Director for the FESPA – the Trade

on developments in Print in various market

association for Specialty Print in the wide

sectors and also and is an excellent speaker

format sector running shows in India, Thailand,

and

Mexico, USA and Europe. As the leader behind

informative articles on the growth of Digital

the stunning growth of the event portfolio

Print around the world in particular on décor,

regularly

writes

interesting

and

throughout the world, in 2011, he decided to

POS and packaging and on leadership,

leave FESPA to launch new shows into new

creativity and innovation in business.

markets.
Industrial inkjet printing refers to the process
In October 2011, he formed FM Brooks and

wherein the digital printing is used during the

launched EcoPrint 2012, a new event focused

manufacturing process to assist the function,

on sustainable print.

decoration or the manufacturing itself of the
product.

In May 2012, FM Brooks launched their second
event – InPrint 2014. InPrint is the leading

The advantages of the digital inkjet process

tradeshow focused upon industrial print

play a key role in its attractiveness. For

technology, innovation and production. InPrint

instance, printing at the last possible moment

2014 was an amazing. In addition, he has

(print to order) as well as versioning of articles

recently launched InPrint in the USA for April

and mass customization offer answers to

2017.

current industry needs.

In April 2017, Frazer launched a new event The

As the technology today is capable of offering

Pure Digital Show 2018 which will provide

the best fit solutions for many applications, the

focus

on

throughout

digital
the

printing

consumer

technologies
and

big question on the table is rather if the

business

manufacturing industry is ready to adopt

landscape for digital production of interior

industrial inkjet printing and even more if this

décor, for retail and hospitality environments.

is an area which is expected to grow in the near
future.

22
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READY!
IS THIS GROWTH GENERAL?
> _ _ _
FRAZER C.

The trend is definitely widespread and not limited to one particular application. We see growth
in many segments, certainly in printed interior decoration (PID) and packaging printing. PID
comprises a lot such as flooring material, furniture panels, wallpapers and decoration glass,
but printing directly on the walls itself is even a possibility.

On the one hand, there will be new installations, including a print system, that have proven
their capabilities for production printing, especially in the packaging and decoration markets.
On the other hand, new customized print systems are hitting the market, targeting completely
new applications. Last but not least, the engagement of brand owners, converters, packaging
companies, etc. with regard to new projects was unseen before and is a strong indicator for
continued growth in this industry.

WHAT DO WE MEAN WHEN WE TALK ABOUT INDUSTRIAL PRINT?
FRAZER C.

UV inkjet technology has also gained an important position in the label printing market. But in
the broader packaging printing area, UV inkjet presses for many other applications are being
developed too, including direct container printing, blisters, closure caps, carton boxes,
corrugated carton etc.

WHY THE SUDDEN ADAPTATION OF PRINT IN THE
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS?
FRAZER C.

Inkjet printing has proven its capabilities from a technological point of view. Now industry
leaders start to understand the commercial value and they are rapidly gaining the expertise
needed to integrate all parts in a reliable process. There are now many examples of industrial
inkjet printing, which successfully combine output, quality and consistency for production
printing. The solutions that have been developed including such a digital printing option now
deliver an overall performance that meets the expectations for each specific application, such
as direct-to-shape printing.

WILL THE GROWTH CONTINUE?
FRAZER C.

We consider this only the beginning. The possibilities are enormous and we are sure that
strategic designers will come with even more and inventive applications, now that the
technology has left the prototyping phase.
24

Industrial printing literally means print that is part of manufacturing. It is where print plays a
role in the making of a product. It does not mean the high volume of paper printing which
sometimes has the ‘label’ of industrial.
For InPrint, industrial printing is really defined by where it is used within the manufacturing
process. Industrial printing could be functional, decorative or packaging focused, and the core
technologies are screen printing, pad printing and digital inkjet printing.

WHY IS IT ONLY NOW THAT WE HAVE STARTED
TO HEAR ABOUT PRINT IN MANUFACTURING? AND IS NOW
THE TIME RIGHT FOR A SHOW LIKE INPRINT?
FRAZER C.

Certainly, Screen Print technology has been used for many years in the manufactured process
for example in Printed electronics, touch pads in phones or Decals in speedometers in
vehicles, but manufacturing is changing. The shift towards industry 4.0, to mass customisation,
to more flexible production and automation means that new industrial print technology is
required by manufacturers. When you consider how important print is to the function and the
decoration of a product, then many industries are looking at how best to integrate and update
print technologies into their manufacturing processes to meet this demand . Where there is a
coalescence of maturing new technology and changing consumer demand, then the
manufacturing sector has to respond.

25

INPRINT LAUNCHED IN EUROPE, WITH TWO SHOWS IN GERMANY
AND THE MOST RECENT JUST CONCLUDED IN MILAN. HOW HAS

WHAT KEY DEVELOPMENTS ARE YOU SEEING IN THE SECTOR
AND WHAT SHOULD BE LOOKING OUT FOR?

THE SHOW EVOLVED IN ITS FIRST THREE YEARS AND HOW WILL
IT BE ADAPTED FOR THE AMERICAN MARKET?
FRAZER C.

The first show was quite different to the last show we ran recently in Milan. This is in part due
to exhibitors having a clearer understanding of their core proposition and how to present, and
connect this to visitors. Additionally the Italy show reflected a different market and location.
Germany’s focus was more on functional and Italy’s more on decoration.
It is important to note that InPrint is not a traditional buying and selling show. Visitors attend
from diverse industries, from pharmaceutical to packaging, from automotive to aviation and
from consumer electronics to décor. What unites them all is the singular focus on developing
industrial printing technology. Visitors attend with often complex production problems and
they want to meet experts that can help them to solve these problems, along with new
technologies that adds value to their production by developing technological solutions.

> _ _ _
FRAZER C.

The reality is that industrial printing has to operate in demanding production environments
which sometimes mean it must work at speed, it must withstand rigorous testing, existing in
challenging conditions whilst enduring over time without depreciating in quality. This places a
lot of pressure on producers to choose the right technology, ink and substrate to really be able
to exist in these conditions. So time is required to do that, meeting the right people, having in
depth conversations and solving problems. This is what InPrint is about. And whilst business
is certainly done, exhibitors will get involved with projects that will help companies attain new
results with their production and this is where it is totally different to any other print show in
the world in our view.
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FRAZER C.

We see that there are three core areas of development that is really grabbing the attention of
the market. Smart screen printing is currently enjoying renaissance for the production of
smart phones, tablets and so on. This market continues to enjoy strong growth. Functional
screen printing and inkjet printing is growing in consumer electronics, communications and
computing and is the only technology that is able to work in this particular domain.

> _ _ _
FRAZER C.

The development of ‘direct to shape’ inkjet printing onto cylindrical objects has a lot of
potential for packaging in that it enables small batch production whilst removing the need for
a label. As brands and retailers continue to look at ways of arresting the attention and
imagination of consumers, this will continue to develop. This enables late stage customisation,
flexible production and bypasses the need for a label which is appealing for beverage and
cosmetic brands.
Lastly decor printing with inkjet is enabling individual designs, flexible production, on demand
printing and reduces the need for the manufacturer to hold large stock inventories. Here we
see designers having more freedom to express themselves and produce challenging designs
that stretch boundaries and create new value.

Visit the first pure digital print fair organised by Frazer Chesterman.
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> _ _ _

FRAZER C.

WHAT ARE THE OBSTACLES AND CHALLENGES FOR ANYONE
WANTING TO JOIN THE BANDWAGON?

Many manufacturing operations are heavily invested in analogue. This naturally creates a
culture that conforms around this ‘norm’ so the focus becomes on improving the process and
techniques they already have. So therefore operationally, they may resist change.

FRAZER C.

However most of our data points to digital adding value rather than replacing analogue and the
customers need to accept that this new value is worth investing in to add value to their production
and their business. The problem with digital is that in our day to day lives, as a technology it does
tend to replace analogue, but in a complex production environment this is unlikely. In fact, in the
two survey’s we have conducted in 2016, digital is not rated as a replacement technology so is
likely to find its value by creating new performance, adding flexibility and customised solutions
and where possible, reducing waste and increasing efficiency.

In the next few years, we believe you will see a plethora of conferences, exhibitions and even
magazines devoted to the ‘Industrial Print market’, everyone can see the growth potential.
However, through our in depth knowledge, our research and by constantly talking and listening
to the industry we know that it is not so straightforward as many might think. The single
largest obstacle, particularly for inkjet is for customers to take on the challenge or opportunity
of integrating inkjet into analogue production plants. This isn’t purely a technical challenge,
but also a cultural one.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THE
INTERESTING INTERVIEW, FRAZER!

In collaboration with its subsidiary Integration Technology Ltd., which has specialised in digital

Our drying systems

printing products, IST METZ GmbH offers the world's largest portfolio of water- and aircooled UV/LED
systems. The product concept “Hot Swap”, for example, allows the changing of UV lamps or LEDs
during operation. Housing, cooling and electrical supply are identical for both systems.
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Low migration
In almost all cases food packaging
has to perform several functions
at once. Firstly, it ensures that
the foodstuff is transported safely.
Secondly, it protects the packaged
item from both mechanical
influences and, frequently, from
light and air to give the longest
possible shelf life. In addition
to these technical functions,
packaging at the Point of Sale
obviously influences the purchasing
decision, which is an important
reason for packaging design and
finishing. Statistics show that with
an annual average growth rate of
3,0% the market for food packaging
will grow more quickly than the
general packaging market.

Particular attention has to be paid to
the production of packaging which
will subsequently be in contact
with the food. Take-away coffee
cups, yoghurt pots, milk and juice
packaging – these are all examples
of packaging in direct contact and
to whose production specific legal
regulations apply. The printing inks
and varnishes to be used must not
allow the threshold for migration
values to be exceeded.

In addition an organoleptic and
sensory influence on the filling
material must be avoided at all
costs. These colour and lacquer
systems are offered under the term
“low migration” systems. These
colour and varnish formulations
ensure correct compliance with
legal requirements.
The expression “low migration
packaging” is usually used to
denote materials used in packaging
whose chemicals do not migrate
from the packaging to the product.
The materials must not impair
taste, odour or safety of the product
contained in the packaging in any
way at all.
At UV DAYS, IST METZ set itself
the challenge of producing a
food-certified packaging with low
migration: during the in-house
trade fair the catering for the guests
was provided by food trucks which
handed out the meals in special
boxes produced on the in-house
sheet-fed offset
printing press CD
102-7 LX with LED
colours.
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